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Agenda
• Introduction
• Improving inference efficiency
• Working with TensorFlow Lite for Microcontrollers
• See it in action – live demos
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Always-on AIoT
Typical application domains for tiny ML

Always Monitoring

• Heart rate monitor
• Human activity recognition
• …

Always Listening

• Smart speakers
• Smart phones
• …

Always Watching

• Face trigger
• Gesture recognition
• …

• Processing requirements vary with
– application domain
– input data rate
– model complexity
© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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User Expectations
• More interest in vision-based systems in deeply-embedded environments
• Example Applications
– Gaze detection to turn on a TV
– Smart appliances
– Laptop wakeup
– Smartphone wakeup
– Remote Surveillance

• Processing needs are increasing...
but users still expect
– Responsive systems
– Long battery life
© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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Deeply-Embedded AIoT Systems Must Achieve…
ML Edge
Developer’s Challenge

Continuous sensor monitoring

Low Power

High
Performance

Real-time performance

Low power consumption

Easy to program

© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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How Can We Achieve Our Goals?
Use an efficient processor and a rich software environment!
Workload:

Performance

– Lots of convolutions…require many dot-product operations
– Calculations involve training weights & input feature maps
– Handled by multiply-accumulate operations – typically a DSP task

– Typical systems also have control code to execute

Need an embedded processor that combines
RISC+DSP capabilities
Operations that must execute efficiently:
1. Multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations
2. Loop handling
3. Data handling - reading inputs, unpacking, sign extending, writing outputs

© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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Example of Efficient Dot-Product Processing
Using Synopsys ARC EM9D – a RISC core with DSP ISA extensions

Key Feature

Benefit

Vector MUL/MAC operations

Increase number of MAC operations per cycle

Zero overhead loops

Eliminate loop management instructions

XY memory and Address Generation Units (AGUs)

Access weights and feature map data implicitly using
instruction-level parallelism
© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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Under-the-hood: Dot-product assembly example
Huge efficiency improvements in compiled code by leveraging EM9D’s capabilities
2. Vectorize MAC – reduce # loops

1. Original code

Loop
body

Loop
body

mov rd, 100
loop:
ld ra, [addr1]
ld rb, [addr2]
mac 0, ra, rb
add addr1, x
add addr2, y
sub rd, rd, 1
brne loop

;
;
;
;

loop count
top of loop
weights
feature map

; increment
; addresses
; decrement loop
; end of loop

mov rd, 50
loop:
ld ra, [addr1]
ld rb, [addr2]
dmach 0, ra, rb
add addr1, x
add addr2, y
sub rd, rd, 1
brne loop

;
;
;
;

loop count
top of loop
weights
feature map

; increment
; addresses
; decrement loop
; end of loop

3. Zero-overhead loop – reduce loop size

4. XY & AGUs – eliminate LDs and increments

mov LP_COUNT, 50;
LP loop_end
;
ld ra, [addr1] ;
ld rb, [addr2] ;
dmach 0, ra, rb
add addr1, x
;
add addr2, y
;
loop_end:

mov LP_COUNT, 50;
SR … ; setup AGU0
SR … ; setup AGU1
LP loop_end
dmach 0, %agu_u0,
loop_end:

loop count
start loop
weights
feature map
increment
addresses

loop count
for weights
for fmap
%agu_u1

Single instruction loop.
AGU registers allow:
Implicit load, unpack,
sign extension, store &
address pointer
updates…all in a
single cycle!

Execute Loads + Unpack + Sign extend + 2x MACs + Store + Pointer updates every cycle!
© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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Optimized ML routines give many benefits
Performance

Increase
Performance

•

Save Power

• Less instructions → smaller code → smaller memory sizes
• Do same work in fewer instructions → meet deadlines with reduced
clock speed or increased sleep time

Reduce
Latency

•

Improve
Accuracy

• Small and fast ML routines allow graph complexity to be increased

Power

Optimized ML routines will produce results quicker

Efficient execution means increased responsiveness for user

© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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The Importance of Robust Software Libraries
Programmability

Efficient code, optimized for your processor is important for best performance
– But – let experts write this code!
– Use vendors who supply ML software libraries to facilitate your programming tasks
– So you can focus on your differentiators

embARC Machine Learning Inference (MLI) Library
– Software library of ML kernels focused on low-power IoT applications which use CNNs or RNNs
– Kernel implementations optimized to leverage ARC EM DSP capabilities
– Freely available, open-source distribution via embARC.org

© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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NN Graph development & deployment is complex
Need more than just kernel libraries

Programmability

Development process:

Graph Design and
Training

Mapping:
Quantization +
Memory Layout

Run inference on
deeply-embedded
target

Use a framework to help: TensorFlow Lite for Microcontrollers (TFLM) from Google
• Port of TensorFlow Lite designed to run ML models on microcontrollers with limited memory
• Developers leverage familiar TensorFlow tools for graph creation and training
• Established model conversion flow:
– TF → TFLite Flat Buffer → TFLite for Micros C Array

© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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Putting It All Together
A TFLM-based application running on ARC EM processors

Application +
NN Graph in
TFLM C Array
format

TFLM
Reference
Kernels
TFLM
Interpreter

Optimized ML
kernels for ARC

MLI Library
TFLM for
ARC
backend
•
•

Maps TFLM kernels to MLI APIs
Implements layer slicing & data movement
• Handle large IOs and weights even
with small local memories
• Leverage ARC EM advanced
performance features from TFLM
© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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Demo #1
TFLM Person Detect on DesignWare ARC EM Software Development Platform
dog.bmp

COM port output
“PERSON DETECTED”
person.bmp

“NO PERSON DETECTED”

© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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Demo #2
Person Detection on deeply embedded Himax WE-I Plus SoC
• AI accelerator ASIC for NN-based machine
learning (ML)
• Targets AIoT applications including smart home
appliances and battery-powered surveillance
systems
• Incorporates ARC EM9D processor
• Includes power-efficient CDM, HOG and JPEG
hardware accelerators for real-time motion
detection, object detection, and image
processing
• Integrated security solutions
• Low power design with shutdown and Always-On
Sensing mode

Himax HM0360
AoS VGA Camera
IR LED

Temperature sensor
IR LED

User LEDs
PIR sensor
Ambient light sensor
MIC (R)

Reset Button
MIC (L)
Front View

Himax WE-I Plus
ASIC

40mm

Back View

40mm
© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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Himax WE-I Plus
Person Detection Execution Flow
Sys Initial

TFLM Person Detection inference

AOS camera data out

Shutdown

PIR-triggered

PIR
Triggered

NO

Power

Shutdown

YES

AoS Camera
Data out

X

Raw Image
(640x480)
Resize Image
(96x96)

Time

WE-I Plus running TFLM Person Detection
Average power consumption: 2 mW/Frame/Second

TFLM
Person Detection
Inference

Person: LED ON
Non-Person: LED OFF
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Key take-aways
• High Performance + Low Power ML is achievable!
– Leverage an architecture like ARC EM – small and very efficient operation
via instruction-level parallelism

• Facilitate tiny ML development
– Vendor-supplied optimized ML libraries like embARC MLI

– Use a framework like TensorFlow Lite for Microcontrollers

• Try it today on ARC processors

Further reading
https://embarc.org/

Coming
(very) soon!

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/tree/master/tensorflow/lite/micro/kernels/arc_mli
https://www.himax.com.tw/products/intelligent-sensing/always-on-smart-sensing/
© 2020 Synopsys, Inc.
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